1st - After reading and rating the comments on your traveling concept map, please complete the following sentence on your own based on your thoughts after working with the speech:

*I think Mildred Taylor believes telling your own truth . . .

________________________________________________________________________________

—

because in the speech . . .

________________________________________________________________________________

—

Your task - Your group is part of a committee that makes recommendations for visual elements to be paired with written elements (stories, poems, speeches, etc.) in textbooks. You have been contacted by a publishing that will be including this speech by Mildred Taylor in their new textbook edition. Because you are experts who are very familiar with the speech, they have asked you to review the top four finalists graphic artists have submitted for consideration to be shown on the page next to the speech.

As a committee need to view the submissions and discuss the pros and cons of each piece of art. Carefully consider which piece most closely relates to Taylor’s ideas of courage, telling her own truth and facing fear.

After time to discuss the art, individually, you will make your own recommendation to the textbook publishers. Write your recommendation statement on the back.
Your task - Your group is part of a committee that makes recommendations for visual elements to be paired with written elements (stories, poems, speeches, etc.) in textbooks. You have been contacted by a publishing that will be including this speech by Mildred Taylor in their new textbook edition. Because you are experts who are very familiar with the speech, they have asked you to review the top four finalists graphic artists have submitted for consideration to be shown on the page next to the speech.

As a committee need to view the submissions and discuss the pros and cons of each piece of art. Carefully consider which piece most closely relates to Taylor’s ideas of courage, telling her own truth and facing fear.

After time to discuss the art, individually, you will make your own recommendation to the textbook publishers. Write your recommendation statement on the back.

I would recommend the textbook company pair the picture of _____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

With Mildred Taylor’s acceptance speech.

The things in the picture that remind me of things in the speech are:

1. _____________________________________________________ because_____________________
______________________________________________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________________ because_____________________
______________________________________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________________ because_____________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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With Mildred Taylor’s acceptance speech.

The things in the picture that remind me of things in the speech are: